ABSTRACT Social network patient data for comorbid studies is a sparsely explored avenue. This can provide unprecedented insight into disease conditions and their progression, hence facilitating improvement of healthcare and public health services. Structuring scattered social network data and mapping with standard disease ontologies to build reference-able knowledge base can be used in evidence-based decision support systems. In this paper, we attempt to address this direction of application where patient and time relationships are established between conditions to predict disease progression trends for comorbidities. Our prediction analysis is based on statistical modeling of the constructed knowledge base. It can be utilized towards driving personalized healthcare by applying life streams to patient journals that can provide a timed pattern of disease progression which can be used relatively and statistically for decision making and educational insight. We present and validate our approach using case-study of Brain Aneurysm with performance in terms of sensitivity and time-probability measures.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to IBM, 90% of the data in the world was created within the last two years [23] , [35] . These statistics clearly hint at the internet explosion with over 1.2 billion websites that continue to grow by the second [18] . The enormous ''data exhaust'' needs conversion into machine readable formats to be usable and provide coherent perspectives. Progression of web data from a ''form'' based approach to a smart-interactive approach has made the internet a forum for social media. Social media has been instrumental in changing the way we look at medical data. Websites such as PatientsLikeMe (PLM) [33] encourage people to have an open forum of conversations to compare similar health scenarios and be aware of options and concerns that can be pre-mediated. Effectiveness of social media in decision making towards disease diagnosis and treatment has been recently assessed in the domains of healthcare and public health. While social network data alone cannot be considered an accurate and reliable predictor for disease outcome studies, it can render useful insights by contributions from provenresearch data, and provider notes. Study [20] supports this by demonstrating the concept of integrating social network data and mobile sensor data of patients to aid in clinical decision making. Likewise, healthcare providers may benefit from individual patient experiences that are relevant to the care they deliver [44] . Social network data can play a crucial role in areas such as public health where decisions are based on multiple influential data sources such as clinical data, environmental data, community-data and individual casedata which clinicians depend upon at the point of care [16] . Research works such as [12] have presented a high degree of agreement between social network patient data and data obtained from corresponding healthcare insurance claims to match disease diagnosis and treatment. Nakamura et al. [8] suggest a step ahead and state the need of both providers' and users' perspectives to improve the efficiency of treating complex diseases such as Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). These studies are advancing towards maturing recognized social network patient data, also coined as patientpowered research data in [12] as important evidence in Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS) laterally with medical data.
Healthcare providers often engage in laborious surveys and prolonged data gathering from patients and clinical notes to recognize a specific behavior based on diagnostics characteristics [9] , [15] , [21] . While disease treatments continue to be more advanced and effective, cost and time associated with identifying disease progression and manifestations to other co-occurring conditions has been challenging [37] , [46] . For example, authors in [40] mention that over 70 % of people with asthma have concomitant rhinitis; about 15 -40% of rhinitis patients have clinically verified asthma. It is stated in [32] that knowledge about time progressions in comorbidities can aid physicians to take preventive actions to tackle future repercussions in patients. Studies like these can yield vital information that may be overlooked. Relationships between conditions help in proactively projecting trends of disease transformations to equip healthcare providers with vital information for treatment suggestions. Also, identifying valid relationships between progressions versus co-incidental conditions is challenging. Clustering related conditions or applying exclusion rules becomes important to avoid false-positive predictions. Incorporating social network data with computational knowledge concepts such as ontology and knowledge base can aid in suggesting futuristic disease progression trends.
Human Disease Ontology (DOID) furnishes a reliable, reusable and viable data source, mapping human disease descriptions to medical terms [6] . This integrates disease and medical vocabularies by semantic cross-mapping of terms to various standard medical vocabularies such as MeSH, ICD, SNOMEDCT, OMIM etc. [7] . Similarly, symptom and treatment ontologies such as SYMP, CSSO, CPT, APATREATMENT, etc. [7] can be considered optional extensions. CDSS rely on knowledge-based studies that empower medical professionals to improve clinical workflow scenarios and determine efficient diagnostic solutions [28] , [31] . Integrating knowledge-backed solutions in CDSS equips healthcare providers with a highly granular approach in tackling complex, co-mingled and multi-dimensional healthcare problems. It can include practice-based and scientific literature-based evidences that are comprised of standardized, real-time, transparent and global data. Evidence-based medicine enabled by CDSS provides a wider acumen to enhance quality and efficiency of healthcare by optimizing the decision making process [17] , [24] .
In this paper, we build an extended knowledge base upon the existing disease ontologies by leveraging on the principles of knowledge and ontology engineering. The two knowledge base components -terminological knowledge, also known as TBox -refers to timeless taxonomies mapped to disease ontology and; ABox or assertion knowledge is highly specific, contingent and dependent upon a single set of circumstances subject to change [14] , and referred to condition, patient and time instances in our case. We leverage on the triplet principles of Resource Description Framework (RDF) [39] to establish the subject-object-predicate relationship between conditions and patient. The main advantage of the knowledge base approach as we perceive, is that information extraction can be highly specific and parallelized. Mathematical evaluation on the available real-time data generates factual analysis that can be irrationally accepted. Additionally, including social network data as evidence alongside literature and practice-based data can provide an added dimension to pro-actively infer trends, treatments and preventive services based on patient records. Overall, we present a novel CDSS approach that uses a unique knowledge base built using social network data to assist in evidence-based decision making for comorbid studies. To the best of our knowledge, there is no concrete published literature to perform a baseline comparison with our current work. This further augments the significance and need for the intended research.
We consider the wide-spread and easily accessible social network patient data as evidence in CDSS. Our work aims at predicting progression of a condition into other co-occurring conditions based on social network patient data adding time as a second variant. This is a prototype to represent the logic in decision-making and disease prediction that our method can render. The proposed system can be conceptually visualized as an enriched CDSS that recommends prediction related to comorbid conditions using statistical modeling on the patient knowledge base. Fig. 1 represents the system architecture of the conceptualized CDSS that may include multiple variables of evidence and ontology. Our study uses social network data as the evidence and DOID as the disease ontology. It is imperative to carefully integrate social network based evidence with clinical data (such as Electronic Health Record/EHR) and/or literature based evidences for a more holistic approach. However, our intent is to only represent the logic behind disease prediction and validation of appropriate evidence is beyond the scope of this paper.
Our system mainly comprises two components:
A. PATIENT DATA KNOWLEDGE BASE (PDKB)
Here, we extract patient information from PLM that includes a specific disease condition, its manifestation and progression to other conditions with time frame details all providing a specific patient record. Each of these conditions are mapped to standard DOID classes and further, two relationship types (patient and time) are applied to represent it as a customized knowledge base.
B. PROBABLE COMORBID PREDICTION AND TIME RANGE PROBABILITY PREDICTION MODULES
In the prediction modules, directed sub graphs [39] with statistical analysis are used to render useful information from the knowledge-based mappings to suggest disease progression trends to other co-occurring conditions and time predictions. A sample case study for Brain Aneurysm based comorbid studies is provided to substantiate our methodology with evaluation and inferred results covered in the subsequent sections.
Overall, the paper is organized as follows. Section II covers related work pertaining to our research. Section III introduces the methodology comprised of PDKB build, defining object properties and instance associations along with prediction algorithms that form the basis of our evaluation considering sample data. Section IV addresses real data collection, data pre-processing, knowledge base representation and application of the prediction modules to define the objectives of the proposed methodology with inferred results. Section V presents an overview of our work with areas of enhancements laid out as Conclusion & Future work. Finally, Section VI lists out the references used in our current work.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been several works on evidence-based CDSS, semantic knowledge base management, onto-clustering based data analysis and medical comorbid studies that pertain to our focus of research [24] , [26] , [34] . In our proposed work we present a novel approach of constructing unique disease knowledge base that when used in conjunction with supported prediction algorithms integrated with CDSS can suggest disease progression trends based on input query.
Sim et al. [17] facilitate the use of CDSS using practice based and literature-based evidences recommended to enhance the quality of healthcare by developing costeffective, yet maintainable decision-support systems. We suggest social network patient data as additional contributing evidence in CDSS to potentially avoid cognitive biasness that takes into consideration the aspects of clinical practice, research data and end-user aka patient input. Though, CDSS specific to comorbidity studies are uncommon, there have been a few works that recommend the need for such systems. Literature [2] provides a system architecture comprising of physical, data and application layer of a CDSS for comorbidity monitoring. The application layer discusses the methodology based on clinical practice guidelines (CPG) for multiple conditions co-existing in a patient. Similarly, Jafarpour and Abidi [3] present an ontology framework to merge digital CPGs related to comorbidities in CDSS to suggest therapy for patients exhibiting co-occurring conditions of Atrial Fibrillation and Chronic Heart Failure. They implement practitioner suggested merge representation ontology to define associated tasks in comorbid CPGs by creating a property called hasTask to merge CPGs with similar tasks. Though these analyses rely on neutralizing and merging CPGs across comorbid conditions, their work doesn't entail identifying relationships between conditions based on patient information which is a differentiator considered in our work.
Chen et al. [19] present an automated method to discover semantic relationships between two concepts in their knowledge base. The relationship defined between the two concepts constitutes a ranked approach where concepts are ordered in super-class and sub-class format with an ''IS A'' verb relationship. Similarly, in [29] Deshpande et al. relate their concepts using ''fuzzy relationships'' that still are verb representations. Also, literature [27] provides an ontology-based disease information system wherein classes (disease and symptom) are related using object property -has_symptom/is_a_symptom_of that are verbs. However, in our proposed work, we consider disease conditions as concepts/classes and patient-specific information which is a noun as the semantic relationship/object property. This is unique in the sense that no earlier attempts have been made to entail noun-based relationship mapping between instances. This approach is expected to provide a wider insight for knowledge representation and introduction to unforeseen trends.
Comorbid studies can aid healthcare providers in identifying the right disease inclinations and propose appropriate assistance. These studies mostly refer a survey-based approach or a clinical data analysis approach. Research work in [21] develops a study for improving clinical outcomes for patients with coexisting Diabetes Mellitus and End-stage Renal Disease. This involves observational studies including patient data and participant survey (patient, family and healthcare providers) and clinical data assessments. Study in [9] attempts to present the prevalence of comorbidity in patients identified with coronary heart diseases involving survey and lab tests over a sample of volunteers those were coherently mapped. Similarly, [15] pertains to the comorbid studies to relate diagnosis effectiveness for patients with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) which involves detailed survey on 1366 children reported with ASD. These three works rely on exclusive participants' survey information along with available clinical research data to propose individual study objectives. This may often prove laborious, time consuming and expensive. Hence, in our current work, we leverage on the existing social media data that can provide VOLUME 6, 2018 similar survey information or more due to the presence of anonymity that aids patients in disclosing unbiased and true information without any geographic boundary. A similar attempt to study comorbidity in mental and behavioral health of patients using PLM data was performed in our earlier work [25] that emphasized the same utility of social network data analysis. We extend the same in our current research.
Ji et al. [45] present prediction of future comorbid disease progression by applying their collaborative prediction algorithm on patient social network data (PLM) and later inferring the validity of results hence obtained, by comparing with published medical literature. On the contrary, we consider a variable approach where instead of running our prediction algorithms against real dataset that could prove time/resource intensive for larger volumes of data; we construct a knowledge base out of the available social data to serve as a standard data reference that allows easy extraction of specific information by the use of sub-graphs. We deploy a test dataset to extensively evaluate our system performance instead of a direct factual comparison with medical literature. Also, we introduce the ''time'' aspect which according to us is vital in proactively generating clinical suggestions on when the disease progresses to another influenced by the time dimension.
We use hierarchical clustering analysis to provide the structuring required to classify and group nodes of input vectors using standard DOID ontology as the reference. By doing so, we provide an unrestricted framework for any disease type evaluation. Peleg et al. [26] follow an individualized approach of building their own ontology using medical literature and patient data specific to developmental disorders in children. They later combine this ontology with clustering methods (including domain expert inputs) to come up with golden standards pertaining to comorbid developmental disorders. This follows a more customized approach when compared to our open format and requires domain expert involvement for analysis. Also, this involves clustering of the entire ontology as opposed to the granular graph-clustering method we implement
Social network data of patients with comorbidity are captured from PLM, mapped to the standard disease ontology (DOID) [1] and represented as ''knowledge'' by leveraging on the open source ontology framework tool from Stanford Protégé [36] . In DOID, diseases are semantically classified based on medical vocabularies to comprehensively cross reference disease terminologies. The custom knowledge base, hence obtained is further subject to analysis using prediction algorithms to deduce vital disease progression patterns. Patients exhibiting multiple medical conditions are identified and data is extracted in a specified format with associated Patient ID, comorbid conditions and the diagnosed date for each medical condition. In the example representation patient PID1 is identified to have three medical conditions with diagnosis date -Cardiomyopathy (12/10/87); Otulipenia (07/07/88) and Angiodyspalsia (07/27/88). In the actual evaluation patient data is collected from PLM.
2) DISEASE ONTOLOGY
In the sample disease ontology created, we represent hierarchical alignment of diseases underneath three main classes, each disease expressed as a sub-class. For example, Otosclerosis is a sub-class under ''nervous_system_disease''. In the actual evaluation we use DOID to define the hierarchical classes.
3) OBJECT PROPERTIES
In this stage, the patient information obtained from Patient Data stage is denoted as an object property which indicates all the possible relationships between Conditions. PID# refers to ''patient relationship'' and PID#_TIME refers to ''time relationship'' in the object properties. In the example considered, patient with ID1, PID1 is the object property with three property associations -PID1 is the property association between conditions Cardiomyopathy, Otulipenia and Angiodyspalsia; PID1_20 property refers to progression from condition Otulipenia to Angiodyspalsia in 20 days and PID1_210 refers to progression from Cardiomyopathy to Otulipenia in 210 days for PID1.
4) INDIVIDUAL/INSTANCE CREATION
Here each medical condition pertains to a single instance. Each instance is mapped to the disease ontology classes using the ''type'' relationship. In the example considered, Cardiomyopathy is a type of Cardiovascular_system_disease as per the sample disease ontology considered. If there exists no mapping for individuals in the ontology, then the Instances exist independently as a ''disease'' class.
5) PROPERTY ASSERTION
The fifth stage involves linking properties to instances in order to create ABox component of PDKB.
a: PATIENT RELATIONSHIP
PID1 has conditions Cardiomyopathy, as well as Otulipenia; hence they can be represented by a bidirectional relationship, PID1 known as the ''patient relationship''. Since PID1 is known to exhibit three different conditions, there exist six different connections or ''triplets'' pertaining to condition → relationship → condition. This is shown in Fig. 3 The total number of triplets that can be derived from patient relationship can be obtained using the mesh-topology connection formula represented in Equation 1 .
Where, Cn = Total number of conditions in a patient The total number of triplets in time relation is as obtained by Equation 2.
Where, Cn = Total number of conditions in a patient The values obtained for both patient and time relationships are captured in Table 1 .
Hence, from the above description we have arrived at a total of 65 triplets for the sample data comprising of 5 patients and 8 conditions/instances. This is captured in the ABox section our custom knowledge base which is demonstrated as per Fig. 5 .
The five-stage PDKB build illustrated for sample data, is followed to generate the actual custom knowledge base for patient data obtained from PLM. The TBox section of the knowledge base will comprise of DOID, both of which will be considered in our evaluation.
B. PREDICTION MODULES
Once the PDKB is built, it can be used to deduce important relationships based on graph theory principles. Sub-graphs can be derived from PDKB using visualization tools such as Protégé-OntoGraf for efficient knowledge representation.
In our current work, we use Protégé-OWL version 4.3 with OntoGraf 1.0.1, a versatile plugin to interactively and automatically organize relationships as sub-graphs [11] . In each of the sub-graphs owing to the specific input criteria, ''nodes'' represent conditions and ''edges'' denote patient and/or time relations. The unidirectional relationships between nodes also known as ''out-degree'' and ''in-degree'' form a crucial part in influencing predictions. From the two modules we try to establish three different predictions based on input condition, visualized as a sub-graph projecting patient and time correlations. Each of the modules is discussed below:
1) PROBABLE COMORBIDITIES
In this section, we predict the probability of occurrence of a new condition in a patient with an already existing condition, hence exhibiting comorbidity. This is achieved by considering the patient-relationships between conditions in the Sub-graph for a given input condition. The percentage of occurrence of a new condition in a patient is obtained by the number of edges between new condition and the given input condition divided by the total number of edges depicted in the sub-graph.
In the sample sub-graph denoted in Fig. 6 , input condition ''Cardiomyopathy'' is linked to all other nodes/conditions by edges representing patient relationship. There are a total of 8 nodes with 9 edges as per this example. The percentage of probability for a patient with Cardiomyopathy to acquire Causalgia is predicted to be 22.2% as per our algorithm illustrated in Algorithm 1. Table 2 , represents the percentage of occurrence of a new condition in a patient with given input condition Cardiomyopathy from our sample knowledge base.
Further, we can extend the algorithm to predict DOID class comorbidities based on the conditions using Hierarchical . Sub-graph of input condition and its comorbidities.
TABLE 2. Comorbidities and their probable occurrence in %
Clustering Analysis (HCA) method. Hierarchical clustering is a data analysis method of grouping like entities into tiers of hierarchical relationships. HCA rely on the linking criteria between different elements to extract meaningful interpretations [38] . It can either follow a divisive approach where the representation starts top-down using cluster splitting or an agglomerative approach where the representation is bottomup using cluster merging [10] . We use the agglomerative approach to merge data within a single cluster until every target element is fused under an umbrella class. In real sense, we map disease conditions to their parent classes based on ontology representations to infer hierarchical relationships between comorbid conditions for a given input condition. In our approach, the sub-graphs obtained for probable comorbid condition prediction is subject to HCA by relating disease conditions to their respective parent classes using the referenced disease ontology. This provides us with a clustered tree structure of the sub-graph. For the input condition ''Cardiomyopathy'' considered in our example, we obtain the sub-graph as in Fig. 7 the comorbid conditions associated with Cardiomyopathy has a relation to its parent class in our sample ontology, except for ''Otulipenia'' that is considered an independent linkage. It may be noticed that this is built from our sample ontology, where there are a total of 11 classes (1 super class + 3 parent class + 7 child-classes) with a maximum hierarchical depth of 2 levels. From sub-graph in Fig. 7 we can obtain the parent classes for each of the comorbid conditions using Algorithm 2. The classes are tabulated in Table 3 . When the suggested HCA is applied to the data above, we obtain the clustered tree with class associations represented in Table 4 . Using this we may deduce that a patient diagnosed with Cardiomyopathy, has a higher probability of acquiring a nervous system disease (42.85%).
In our evaluation, we apply our HCA method on the subgraphs obtained for real patient data from PLM, mapping comorbid conditions to the ancestor classes defined in DOID ontology. Currently, there are about 12489 classes; maximum VOLUME 6, 2018 hierarchical depth of 12; average number of children in a single class is 4 as captured in the statistical ontology metrics for BioPortal DOID ontology [5] , [6] . These metrics are the key considerations for our clustering analysis. We use patient condition as the search criteria in the BioPortal API (RESTful web service) to lookup for parent classes in DOID ontology [4] . The result obtained from the API call is in Java Object Notation (JSON) format that is further parsed to extract only the top three parent classes for each associated comorbid condition.
2) TIME RANGE PROBABILITIES
The second module aims at evaluating the time taken to progress from one identified condition to another predicted condition in a given patient. This uses unidirectional adjacency matrix representation of the sub-graph to depict path traversal from one condition to another. The sub-graphs obtained from our previous analysis are simple unidirectional graph segments with no self-loop. This allows us to represent the sub-graphs as symmetric square matrices with rows (i) and columns (j) defined by graph nodes having a 0 or 1 value based on whether the entries (conditions) are adjacent or not. In our initial observation we consider that two nodes/conditions can have only one path defined between them, hence the adjacency matrix obtained will have all 0s on the diagonal [42] . Also, if multiple patients have the same path traversal between conditions, average time between the progressions are considered. Fig. 8 represents the sub-graph obtained for disease progression from source node Cardiomyopathy to target node Causalgia in our example case scenario along with its adjacency matrix (7x7 diagonal matrix) notation as shown in Fig. 9 .
The total number of paths between two conditions can be calculated using the power of matrices [30] . If A is the adjacency matrix obtained for a given sub-graph with elements of the matrix denoted by a ij for source node s and target node t, the number of unique edges/paths with hops k can be represented as the i,j element of A k . For example, the number of distinct paths between s and t nodes with 2 hops is A 2 ; similarly the number of paths with three hops is A 3 . The total number of paths between source node and destination node can be evaluated by Equation 3 .
Where, P = total number of paths k = number of edges n = number of nodes A = Adjacency matrix For the sample case scenario considered, the total number of paths traversed during progression from condition ''Cardiomyopathy'' to ''Causalgia'' can be derived as 9. The analysis is inferred using the following matrix evaluation in Fig. 10 .
The total number of available paths for disease progression from source condition to target condition is determined using the FindPath function from Mathematica. Wolfram Mathematica provides technical computing tools using over 5000 well-defined functions, using powerful algorithms catering a myriad of areas such as mathematics, data science, image processing, neural networks, visualization etc.
[41] The FindPath function from Mathematica used to determine n number of paths is represented as below:
Where, g = graph s = Source node t = target node Kspec = length of path which is number of edges it contains n = number of paths In our example, each of the nodes of the sub graph in Figure 8 is converted to numbered vertices for assessment: 1− > Cardiomyopathy; 2− > Hyperekplexia; 3− > Pericarditis; 4− > Otosclerosis; 5− > Otulipenia; 6− > Megaesophagus and 7− > Causalgia. FindPath returns a list of all paths from s to t. For our sample data:
Hence, FindPath returns a list of all nine paths from source condition 1 to target condition 7 as below: Output = {{1,5,7}, {1,3,7}, {1,3,4,7}, {1,2,4,7}, {1,2,3,7}, {1,3,4,6,7}, {1,2,4,6,7}, {1,2,3,4,6,7}}. Once the paths are determined, we now overlay the time factor for each of the paths. Table 5 represents each of the paths traversed from our example source condition Cardiomyopathy to target Causalgia with time associations between the different nodes/conditions. The total time per path is the summation of individual times between two nodes. The next section of the prediction mechanism entails calculation of the probable progression time from source to target conditions. Time range probability calculations can either be continuous or discrete based upon the input datasets. For large available datasets, time variations can be represented using Gaussian Normal Distribution and standardized Z scores can be applied to obtain the Probability Density Function [22] . Z-scores are expressed as the ratio of mean score to standard deviation obtained by the normal distribution, hence defining exact location of a value within the distribution. If a disease progression depicts a large number of total paths, the bell curve for normal distribution inherits a symmetric representation. Alternatively, for smaller discrete datasets, time probability calculations assume asymmetric notation and can be evaluated using five-point summary based statistical analysis [13] . This principle is used to evaluate what suits best for the available data paths to obtain optimum time probability.
IV. EVALUATION A. DATASET COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESSING
Social network data obtained from PLM for patients identified with Brain Aneurysm is the source dataset for our analysis as a sample case study. As of April 2017 (during time of data extraction), there were 472,470 registered patients on PLM. Of these patients, 271 patients were registered with Brain Aneurysm, furnishing vital information about their individual conditions, treatment and diagnosis. A total of 47.97% of Brain Aneurysm patients indicated positive diagnosis of other co-existing conditions, providing a number at 130. About 36.92% of these 130 (48 patients) provided date of diagnosis and remaining 63.08% (82 patients) did not include the time factor. This available data is segregated to generate a small test dataset (15%) to be applied against the rest (85%). Hence, data for 19 patients (8 with and 11 without date of diagnosis) constitutes the test dataset and rest 111 records is the data that is subject to analysis. For our study, we assume that the social data log is accurate and no variation in terms of the specificities as disclosed by the patient. Also, terms ''disease'' and ''condition'' are interchangeably used.
From data extracted for the 111 patients, we define two object properties -patient relation and time relation. As stated earlier, patient relation refers to the unique patient ID (PID#) and time relation pertains to the time of disease progression from one condition to another in each of the 40 patients who have published diagnosed dates. Hence, we arrive at 111 PIDs or patient relations and 150 time relations as the object properties. Also, there were 290 unique conditions identified in the 111 patients and of the 290 conditions only 211 conditions could be mapped in the DOID framework. The remaining 79 conditions were categorized as superclass ''disease'' under DOID. Table 6 represents the test dataset.
The real-time data obtained is pre-processed to generate ''triplets'' that constitute the PDKB build. The number of triplets for patient relation and time relation are obtained VOLUME 6, 2018 using Equation 1 and 2 respectively. Tables 7 and 8 represent the values generated for the current Brain Aneurysm case study. 
B. PROBABLE COMORBIDITIES
In this section, we address the prediction of probable comorbidities for a given input condition from the test dataset. Considering Migraine as the input condition, the sub-graph mapping all its comorbidities is represented in Fig. 11 . There were a total of 15 patients (edges) identified with Migraine (source node) also reporting co-existence of 125 other conditions (target nodes) that are represented in the sub-graph. Table 9 captures the node-edge relationship between Migraine and 125 identified conditions with percentage of co-occurrence in the 15 patients.
For our evaluation we consider a cutoff of 10% chance of occurrence which yields 36 conditions in the case of Migraine. The remaining 89 conditions with <10% probability are delisted. Similarly, we considered all conditions enlisted in the test dataset to obtain the >10% chance of occurrence for comorbidity prediction. From the test dataset (Table 6 ), for each of the input condition in a patient, all expected output condition/s are considered. Samples for four patients are shown in Table 10 Every condition observed as an ''Expected Output Condition'' for the 19 patients, total number of expected matches is identified in Table 11 . Hence, for the 20 distinct conditions in test dataset, a total of 114 matches are expected Confusion matrix is used to obtain the ''true'' match between the expected output condition versus the predicted output condition for the >10% probabilities as shown in Table 12 . This provides a visual interpretation of the performance of our prediction method [43] . Further sensitivity measure is calculated to obtain the true positive rate of our evaluation using Equation 4. Overall, for the considered PDKB construction, the sensitivity percentage in predicting probable comorbid conditions for a scenario with >10% co-occurrence was obtained to be 64%. VOLUME 6, 2018 For HCA evaluation we group all the identified comorbidities associated with the given input condition to their respective DOID classes. As stated in methodology, DOID can have several parent classes and child classes represented hierarchically. However, we consider only the top 3 DOID classes for our evaluation (named as super class, parent class and child class respectively). Considering the same example for analysis, we already know that 15 patients and 125 comorbidities are associated with Migraine. Each of these 125 comorbid conditions is mapped to the three DOID classes with individual distribution percentages as in Table 13 .
Sensitivity%
In this evaluation, we consider only those entries with a threshold of 5% and above of instance distribution. Also, conditions that only have an association with the super class ''Disease'' and no subsequent parent and child classes are excluded from our analysis. From the test dataset (Table 6) , for each input condition, the expected DOID class for every associated comorbid condition is obtained. Sample associations for patients 1, 3, 6 and 8 are represented in Table 14 .
Every class (condition) captured in ''Expected DOID Class'' for 19 patients, the total number of expected matches is identified and presented in Table 15 . For the 20 conditions in test dataset, a total of 106 matches are expected. However, 10 out of the 106 matches have a single DOID class mapping to ''Disease'', hence not considered and leaves us with a total of 96 expected DOID class matches. The confusion matrix for our HCA is represented in Table 16 .
Hence, for the case study, we arrived at a sensitivity percentage of 79% in predicting DOID class associations for the comorbid conditions for a scenario with >5% distribution.
C. TIME RANGE PROBABILITIES
This section covers the third objective of our research to evaluate the time progression from source condition to target condition. Here, we study the time progression from Migraine (source) to Brain Aneurysm (target) using sub-graphs, matrix representation, FindPath function and normal distribution discussed in Methodology section. There are 52 identified nodes (conditions), connected by 120 unique edges between Migraine and Brain Aneurysm as per sub-graph depicted in Fig. 12 . FindPath function is applied to obtain all paths from Migraine to Brain Aneurysm. Plugging in the corresponding values for expression 1, graph value g substitutes to 120 edges and we consider Kspec value to 7 instead of Infinity to provide an easily decipherable snapshot of our analysis. Table 17 provides an overview of our current consideration which yields a total of 467 time-weighted paths of disease progression from Migraine to Brain Aneurysm. Each path has a time progression value in days and the end to end progression time is the summation of all times associated with individual edges comprising the path.
Gaussian normal distribution is applied to all the 467 time associations for each path to obtain the bell curve plot representing the time progression for entire population range. The probability density function for normal distribution is represented in Equation 5 [22] .
VOLUME 6, 2018 Where, PDF = Probability Density Function σ = Standard Deviation µ = Mean For our case, σ has a value of 3664.66 and µ has a corresponding value of 9342.40. Substituting in the Equation 5 we obtain the plot as in Fig. 13 . Based on test data, we have a single patient who progresses from Migraine to Brain Aneurysm via a single path taking 2055 days (Migraine diagnosed on 07/01/2002 and Brain Aneurysm on 02/15/2008). This is the observation index value (x) for that patient that is positioned under the bell curve of PDF. The z-score analysis for this case is represented in the same plot and discussed subsequently.
In methodology, we defined the significance of z-scores in predicting the probability of disease progression from source to target when the PDF can be represented as a normal distribution. The z-score can be calculated using Equation 6 [22] .
In the case of the single patient whose progression from Migraine to Brain Aneurysm took 2055 days, the Z-score obtained is −1.9886. This implies that there is a 97.7% probability of a person with Migraine to acquire Brain Aneurysm within 2055 days based on population data represented in the bell curve.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we discussed the importance of representing patient social network data as a significant contributor for evidence-based healthcare studies in CDSS. Knowledge and ontology engineering fundamentals with statistical modeling were used to predict condition and time of disease progression based on comorbidity behaviors for a sample case study considering Brain Aneurysm. The outcomes obtained from our evaluation convey the impact of patient and time relationships in predicting disease progression trends. Our current work is a suggested research approach implying the importance of knowledge engineering of patient data to infer futuristic patterns of comorbid progression. This can be further extended to other specific healthcare studies as part of future work. We recommend a few areas of enrichment that can be applied for our current work.
In our work, we consider only the DOID ontology framework for mapping disease conditions; this can be enhanced to include other standard ontologies such as SNOMEDCT, NIH MeSH etc. to encompass diverse range of identified conditions that can provide holistic associations. Also, we have considered only the diagnostic aspect of conditions; the same approach can be extended to map disease symptoms and treatments by referring to related ontologies. The greater the number of reference ontologies and higher the variance of expected outcomes, more comprehensive and spectral can be the area of application.
The dataset used for our evaluation was obtained from PLM for only one disease condition of Brain Aneurysm to demonstrate the methodology as a sample case study. PLM in its entirety can be considered to provide disease progression trends for over 2,700 conditions listed in its database. Likewise, the system can be realized to include practice based and literature-based evidence with social network data to obtain an enriched inference.
Overall, our current work aims at providing a foundation for evidence-based CDSS in predicting disease progression trends. This can be improved using automation tools, enhanced by the application of customized inference engines and extended to other methodologies such as graph similarity to provide a more granular approach.
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